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Liquid&cloud&proper-es&&
from&ground3based&remote&sensing:&

S-ll&a&need&for&research?&
&

Kers-n&Ebell&&
(showing&the&results&of&many&other&people)&
&
University&of&Cologne,&Ins-tute&of&Geophysics&and&Meteorology&&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015&



Remote3sensing&

!  most&remote&sensing&methods&use&electromagne-c&waves;&important&
wavelengths&in&so3called&window&regions:&atmosphere&is&especially&
transparent&

!  windows&in&the&region&of&visible&radia-on&(op-cal&window),&the&
maximum&of&terrestrial&radia-on&(atmospheric&window)&and&in&the&radio&
window&

!  Remote&sensing&instruments&deployed&on&various&plaQorms,&&
e.g.&satellites,&aircraS,&balloons,&surface&

2"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&



Cloud&observa-ons&from&satellites...&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015& 3"

NASA&

GOES3West,&NOAA& Meteosat,&Eumetsat&GOES3East,&NOAA&

The&A3train&

hWp://atrain.nasa.gov/&



...&and&in3situ&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015& 4"

Op'cal"Array"Probes"

Forward"Sca7ering"Spectrometer"Probe"(FSSP)&

Laser beam registers every single particle. Forward 
scattering as measure of size (0.5 – 50 µm Ø) 

Heintzenberg and  
Charlson (2009) 

Nevzorov"Probe&

Total and liquid water content  
" ice water content 



Why&don‘t&satellites&and&in3situ&measurements&
give&us&everything&we&need?&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015& 5"

Why&ground3based?&

•  boundary layer observations  " complementary to satellites 
•  continuous observations: diurnal cycle, mesoscale meteorology 

detailed physical process studies through   
•  more direct signals 
•  less surface disturbances 
•  high temporal resolution 
•  interchangeable configurations 

" develop prototypes for future satellite missions 

•  atmospheric ground-based remote sensing technology developing fast 
(24/7, unmanned, affordable …) 

" last decade: leaps in technological development 
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3.1&m&x&1.5&m&x&2.7&m&&
weight&about&1800&kg&

0.63&×&0.36&×&0.9&m&
weight&about&60&kg&

Mul-3channel&
MWR&MICCY&
(1999)&

Mul-3channel&
MWR&HATPRO&
(~2007)&



Why&do&I&care&about&water&clouds?&

7"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&

Interna-onal&Satellite&Cloud&
Climatology&Project&(ISCCP)&
(Rossow&and&Schiffer,&1999)&
"&hWp://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/&

& middle3level&cloud&amount:&19.0&%&

low3level&cloud&amount:&27.5&% 

cirrus&and&cirrostratus&cloud&amount:&19.6&%&

deep&convec-ve&cloud&amount:&2.6&%&

tpevolavoile.e3monsite.com&



Radia-ve&impact&of&low3level&clouds&

8"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&
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TABLE 2. Global annual mean full sky cloud-induced radiative flux changes in W m�2 at the surface, at TOA, and in-atmosphere. The
names of three most abundant cloud types are shown in bold.

Cloud type

Surface

SW LW TL

TOA

SW LW TL

Atmosphere

SW LW TL

Cirrus
Cirrostratus
Deep convective

�3.6
�7.2
�5.8

1.1
1.7
0.7

�2.5
�5.5
�5.1

�4.2
�7.9
�6.2

5.5
5.5
2.9

1.3
�2.4
�3.3

�0.6
�0.7
�0.4

4.4
3.8
2.2

3.8
3.1
1.8

Altocumulus
Altostratus
Nimbostratus

�3.1
�8.2
�3.4

2.2
3.6
1.3

�0.9
�4.6
�2.1

�3.2
�8.3
�3.4

1.5
2.0
0.7

�1.7
�6.3
�2.7

�0.1
�0.1
0.0

�0.7
�1.6
�0.6

�0.8
�1.7
�0.6

Cumulus
Stratocumulus
Stratus

�5.5
�13.2
�2.6

5.3
7.3
1.2

�0.2
�5.9
�1.4

�5.2
�12.7
�2.4

0.6
1.2
0.2

�4.6
�11.5
�2.2

0.3
0.5
0.2

�4.7
�6.1
�1.0

�4.4
�5.6
�0.8

Sum (true) �52.6 24.4 �28.2 �53.5 20.1 �33.4 �0.9 �4.3 �5.2

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 5, but for full sky CFC values (W m�2).

low-level clouds alone would cool the atmosphere by
inhibiting radiative exchanges with the surface, and
high-level clouds alone would heat the atmosphere by
inhibiting radiative exchanges with space. The latter ef-
fect prevails in the Tropics, caused mostly by cirrus and
cirrostratus clouds, whereas the former effect prevails
at higher latitudes, caused mostly by stratocumulus
clouds and enhanced by the increased effective emis-
sivity under drier conditions.

c. Seasonal variations of full sky CFC

At both TOA and the surface, the total CFC for the
optically thicker cloud types reaches a minimum (most
negative value) near 60⇥ latitude in the summer hemi-
sphere because of the predominance of the shortwave
CFC and the seasonal redistribution of solar illumina-
tion. Since there is no sunlight at the winter pole, the
total net CFC is just the longwave CFC, which is pos-
itive (Rossow and Zhang 1995), so the total net CFC
attains its maximum at the winter pole. In the equinoctial
months, the total net CFC attains its minimum near the
equator with maxima at both poles. The latitudinal con-
trast of the total net CFC tends to be larger at the surface
than at TOA because varying water vapor opacity with

latitude enhances the latitudinal changes of the long-
wave CFC. The optically thinnest cloud types exhibit a
more nearly constant total net CFC with latitude because
their shortwave CFC values are much smaller. Note that
the shortwave CFC of cirrus is large enough at higher
latitudes in the summer hemisphere to make the total
net CFC negative at TOA even for this cloud type; the
cirrus net CFC is negative at the surface near the equator
in all seasons.
The seasonal variations occur mostly because of the

seasonal variations in the shortwave CFC values, largely
as a result of changing solar zenith angle and daylight
duration (Harrison et al. 1990; Rossow and Zhang
1995). The magnitude of the shortwave CFC values is
maximum in the summer hemisphere and minimum in
winter hemisphere. However, the longwave CFC values
are larger in the winter hemisphere than in the summer
hemisphere, especially at the surface, suggesting that
changes in water vapor opacity are important in deter-
mining the magnitude of the cloud effects. The seasonal
variations of the longwave CFC reinforce those of the
shortwave CFC. As a consequence, cloud systems act
against seasonal warming (cf. Harrison et al. 1990). Be-
cause the surface albedo is lower in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, the seasonal amplitude of the shortwave CFC
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fect prevails in the Tropics, caused mostly by cirrus and
cirrostratus clouds, whereas the former effect prevails
at higher latitudes, caused mostly by stratocumulus
clouds and enhanced by the increased effective emis-
sivity under drier conditions.

c. Seasonal variations of full sky CFC

At both TOA and the surface, the total CFC for the
optically thicker cloud types reaches a minimum (most
negative value) near 60⇥ latitude in the summer hemi-
sphere because of the predominance of the shortwave
CFC and the seasonal redistribution of solar illumina-
tion. Since there is no sunlight at the winter pole, the
total net CFC is just the longwave CFC, which is pos-
itive (Rossow and Zhang 1995), so the total net CFC
attains its maximum at the winter pole. In the equinoctial
months, the total net CFC attains its minimum near the
equator with maxima at both poles. The latitudinal con-
trast of the total net CFC tends to be larger at the surface
than at TOA because varying water vapor opacity with

latitude enhances the latitudinal changes of the long-
wave CFC. The optically thinnest cloud types exhibit a
more nearly constant total net CFC with latitude because
their shortwave CFC values are much smaller. Note that
the shortwave CFC of cirrus is large enough at higher
latitudes in the summer hemisphere to make the total
net CFC negative at TOA even for this cloud type; the
cirrus net CFC is negative at the surface near the equator
in all seasons.
The seasonal variations occur mostly because of the

seasonal variations in the shortwave CFC values, largely
as a result of changing solar zenith angle and daylight
duration (Harrison et al. 1990; Rossow and Zhang
1995). The magnitude of the shortwave CFC values is
maximum in the summer hemisphere and minimum in
winter hemisphere. However, the longwave CFC values
are larger in the winter hemisphere than in the summer
hemisphere, especially at the surface, suggesting that
changes in water vapor opacity are important in deter-
mining the magnitude of the cloud effects. The seasonal
variations of the longwave CFC reinforce those of the
shortwave CFC. As a consequence, cloud systems act
against seasonal warming (cf. Harrison et al. 1990). Be-
cause the surface albedo is lower in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, the seasonal amplitude of the shortwave CFC

from&Chen&et&al.&(2000)&

Global annual mean full sky cloud-
induced radiative flux changes (W m2) 
at TOA 

=TOTAL 

#  based&on&ISCPP&data&and&
radia-ve&transfer&model&
calcula-ons&

&

!  low&clouds&provide&55&%&to&60&%&
to&the&annually&averaged&net&
cloud&effect&at&the&TOA&



Radia-ve&flux&sensi-vity&to&LWP&&

9"from&Turner&et&al.&(2007)&

FIG. SB1. Model calculations 
show the sensitivity of broad-
band longwave and shortwave 
f luxes at the surface (SFC) 
and TOA to cloud LWP and 
effective radius (re). Optical 
depths corresponding to the 
LWP scale are given at the 
bottom for cloud drop effec-
tive radii of 6 (solid line) and 12 
µm (dashed line). The cloud is 
located between 900 and 1300 
m in standard midlatitude sum-
mer (red) and midlatitude win-
ter (blue) atmospheres. Solar 
fluxes are diurnal averages for 
an equinox day at a continental 
site at 37°N. The top two rows 
show the absolute fluxes, and 
the bottom row shows the flux 
sensitivity, in terms of the lo-
cal flux difference (W m–2) per 
LWP difference (g m–2). These 
calculations assume the sky is 
100% overcast, and that the 
cloud does not change during 
the day.

CLOUD RADIATIVE SENSITIVITY

L ongwave and shortwave radiative 
 fluxes are very sensitive to small 

changes in the cloud LWP when the 
LWP is small, that is, < 100 gm–2, and 
thus the radiative properties of these 
clouds must be well understood to 
capture them correctly in climate 
models. This point is illustrated in Fig. 
SB1, which shows radiative transfer 
model calculations for broadband 
longwave and shortwave fluxes at the 
SFC and TOA as a function of cloud 
LWP. Solar fluxes are diurnal averages 
for an equinox day over a continental 
site at 37ºN. In this example, the cloud 
is modeled as a uniform overcast cloud 
(i.e., a plane-parallel, or 1D, cloud). 
This figure is only intended to illustrate 
the sensitivity of the radiative flux to 
cloud properties, and on a location-by-
location basis, the sensitivity will vary 
slightly depending on additional factors, 
including the sun angle, surface albedo, 
cloud height, and profile of tempera-
ture and water vapor content.

Here, the sensitivity to the atmo-
spheric profile of temperature and 
water vapor content are illustrated 
using the standard midlatitude sum-
mer and midlatitude winter profiles 
(McClatchey et al. 1972). The warmer 
midlatitude summer profile results in a 
greater emission of longwave fluxes at 
the surface and TOA, and its larger wa-
ter vapor content absorbs more solar 
radiation and reduces the transmission 
of shortwave fluxes. Two effective radii 
are used, which are generally repre-
sentative sizes for continental (6 µm) 
and maritime (12 µm) clouds. Fluxes 
are more sensitive to LWP changes for 
the smaller effective radii because they 
correspond to larger changes in optical 
depth. This follows from Eq. (SB1), 
which indicates that optical depth is 
inversely proportional to effective 
radius, and is indicated by the dual 
optical depth x axes that correspond to 
the same LWP axis. The longwave and 

shortwave sensitivities (bottom row) 
indicate a similar range of sensitivities 
for the lowest LWP, but the longwave 
fluxes become insensitive to changes 
in LWP when the LWP is larger than 
40 g m–2 while the shortwave fluxes 
continue to show some sensitivity 
even through 100 g m-2. The sensitivi-
ties at specific wavelengths may differ, 
especially from those given here for the 
broadband fluxes, which is a feature 
exploited in remote sensing of cloud 
properties.

This example assumed that the sky 
is 100% overcast and homogeneous 
(i.e., no horizontal variability in the 
cloud field), and that the cloud does 
not change during the day. However, 
if the cloud field was broken and the 
cloud amount and cloud fraction were 
treated in these calculations, addition-
al nonlinearities would be exhibited 
(e.g., Schmetz 1984).
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band longwave and shortwave 
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location basis, the sensitivity will vary 
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midlatitude summer profile results in a 
greater emission of longwave fluxes at 
the surface and TOA, and its larger wa-
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radiation and reduces the transmission 
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sentative sizes for continental (6 µm) 
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correspond to larger changes in optical 
depth. This follows from Eq. (SB1), 
which indicates that optical depth is 
inversely proportional to effective 
radius, and is indicated by the dual 
optical depth x axes that correspond to 
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for the lowest LWP, but the longwave 
fluxes become insensitive to changes 
in LWP when the LWP is larger than 
40 g m–2 while the shortwave fluxes 
continue to show some sensitivity 
even through 100 g m-2. The sensitivi-
ties at specific wavelengths may differ, 
especially from those given here for the 
broadband fluxes, which is a feature 
exploited in remote sensing of cloud 
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is 100% overcast and homogeneous 
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MLS&

MLW&

reff=&
6&µm&

reff=&
12&µm&

LWP:&40&gm32&

320&gm32&&
"&ΔSWSFC&+150&Wm32&

+20&gm32&
"&ΔSWSFC&370&Wm32&

Shortwave&SFC&flux&

SF
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&(W

m
32
)&

!  small&errors&in&LWP&"&large&
errors&in&radia-ve&impact&of&
these&clouds&

!  radia-ve&fluxes&are&very&
sensi-ve&to&changes&in&LWP,&
if&LWP&is&low&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015&



What&do&we&want&to&know?&

!  macrophysics:&cloud&yes/no,&loca-on&in&atmospheric&column,&ver-cal&and&
horizontal&extension,&cloud&frac-on,&overlap&

!  microphysics:&&
!  phase:&liquid,&ice,&liquid+ice,&mel-ng&ice,..&
!  column&intergrated&water&amount&(liquid&water&path&LWP),&ver-cal&distribu-on&

of&water,&size&of&droplets&"&informa-on&on&drop&size&distribu-on&N(D)&

10"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&
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cloud&droplet&diameter&D&

"radia-ve&proper-es&&
can&be&paramterized&
by&moments,&e.g.:&

if  ! << r

"C =
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The&rise&of&the&„supersites“&

11"

supersite&=&atmospheric&profiling&observatory&that&has&instruments&to&derive&
ver-cal&(line&of&sight)&profiles&of&temperature,&wind,&humidity,&aerosol,&clouds&
and&precipita-on&
"&long3term,&con-nuous&cloud&observa-ons&

ARM&Climate&resarch&facili-es 

ARM&Summer&Training&2015&

European&sites/ini-a-ves 



Jülich&Observatory&for&Cloud&Evolu-on&
&

12"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&

MWR&

35.5&GHz&cloud&radar&

94&GHz&cloud&radar&
&&MFRSR&

"&50&instruments&in&2043!&



JOYCE&instruments&

13"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&

1 2

4

5 6

8

73

9

11 10 

•  Scanning 35 GHz cloud radar MIRA1 
•  Scanning 14 channel microwave                                

radiometer2 with IR pyrometer3 
•  Scanning Doppler wind lidar4 
•  Atm. emitted radiance interferometer5 
•  Total Sky Imager TSI6 
•  Laser ceilometer CT25K and CHM15k7 
•  Micro Rain Radar8, sodar9 
•  Cimel sun photometer 
•  Radiation sensors10 
•  120 m meteorological mast11 including 

eddy covariance station 
+ multifilter rotating shadowband radiometer 
and FM-CW 94 GHz cloud radar in 2015! 



Liquid&cloud&property&check&list&

!  ver-cally&resolved&cloud&mask?&

!  phase&iden-fica-on?!

!  liquid&water&path?&

!  ver-cal&distribu-on&of&liquid&water?&

!  effec-ve&radius&of&cloud&droplets?&

14"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&



Ceilometer/Micropulse&lidar&

!  ac-ve&instrument:&sends&laser&
pulses&(op-cal&spectrum,&e.g.&
905&nm&or&532&nm)&&and&
measures&backscaWered&light&
"&profiles&of&backscaWer&
coefficient&

!  backscaWer&propor-onal&to&
D2&

!  very&sensi-ve&to&small&
par-cles&"&cloud&base&height&
=&ceiling&(aviat.)&

15"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&

www.arm.gov&

www.arm.gov&



Cloud&detec-on/cloud&base&height&

16"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&

BackscaWer&coefficient&



Cloud&detec-on/cloud&base&height&

Ceilometer/Lidar3ceilometer&

!  Based&on&LIDAR&principle:&sends&laser&pulses&(op-cal&spectrum,&e.g.&905&
nm&&and&measures&backscaWered&light&"&profiles&of&backscaWer&
coefficient&

!  backscaWer&propor-onal&to&D2&

!  very&sensi-ve&to&small&par-cles&"&cloud&base&height&=&ceiling&(aviat.)&

17"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&

BackscaWer&coefficient&

Detected&cloud&base&height&at&JOYCE&



Cloud&radar&vs.&ceilometer&

18"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&

Radar&reflec-vity&factor&



Cloud&radar&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015& 19"

!  ac-ve&instrument:&sends&laser&
pulses&(microwave&spectrum,&e.g.&
~35&GHz,&~94&GHz)&&
"&sensi-ve&towards&cloud&
droplets&

!  backscaWer&propor-onal&to&D6&&
"&few&drizzle/rain&drops&
dominate&radar&signal&

!  measures&backscaWered&signal&&
"Doppler&spectrum&and&
moments:&profiles&of&radar&
reflec-vity,&mean&Doppler&
velocity,&Doppler&spectral&width,&
linear&depolariza-on&ra-o&&

www.arm.gov&

KAZR&

KA/W3SACR&



Cloudnet&cloud&classifica-on&

!  synergis-c&product&based&on&measurements&from&&
radar"and"ceilometer/lidar"
+"addi'onal"informa'on:"MWR,"radiosondes/NWP"model"data"

"&lidar&backscaWer,&radar&reflec-vity,&change&of&radar&reflec-vity&with&
height,&LDR,&(change&in)&Doppler&velocity,&temperature&profile&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015& 20"

" more&on&Clodnet&and&products&www.cloudTnet.org&or&ask&Ewan!"
also&other,&e.g.&Shupe&(2007),&Ac-ve&Remote&Sensing&of&Clouds&(ARSCL)&VAP&"&Zhydrom.&

Cloudnet&classifica-on&at&JOYCE&



Liquid&cloud&property&check&list&

!  ver-cally&resolved&cloud&mask&✔&

!  phase&iden-fica-on&✔!

!  liquid&water&path?&

!  ver-cal&distribu-on&of&liquid&water?&

!  effec-ve&radius&of&cloud&droplets?&

21"ARM&Summer&Training&2015&



Microwave&radiometer&

!  passive&instrument&measuring&at&different&fequencies:&
!  channels&along&the&water&vapor&abs&line&(22&GHz)&+&&1&window&channel&

at&31.4&GHz&for&cloud&informa-on&
!  channels&along&oxygen&abs.&complex&at&60&GHz&provide&ver-cal&

temperature&informa-on&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015& 22"

Products&&&accuracies&
"&Integrated&Water&Vapor&(IWV):&&&0.6&kg&m32&
"  &Liquid&Water&Path&(LWP):&20&g&m32&
"  &Hum.&Profiles:&0.430.8&g&m33&&&&&&&&&&

(2&degrees&of&freedom&for&signal)&
"&Temp.&profiles&0.531.0&K&&

(4&degrees&of&freedom&for&signal)&



Retrieval&of&LWP&and&IWV&from&MWR&

ARM&Summer&Training&2015& 23"

 ν / GHz 31 36 90 
 ΔTB / K 9 12 50 

•  Integrated Water 
Vapour (IWV) 

•  Liquid Water Path 
(LWP) 

LWP = a1 + b1*TB31– c1*TB24 

10 kg m-2 correspond to a 
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JOYCE site is compared to a forward model (RRTMG) out-
put using the retrieved LWP and reff . The deployed model
is the broadband rapid radiative transfer model RRTM,
which is developed by the Atmospheric and Environmental
Research (AER) program. RRTM derives atmosperic fluxes
in the shortwave and longwave spectral regime for appli-
cations to general studies of atmospheric radiative transfer
and for implementations into GCMs (RRTMG). The accu-
racy has been extensively validated, in particular with com-
parisons between the RRTMG and the LBLRTM line-by-
line calculations, using measurements performed as part of
the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program.
The differences in shortwave fluxes in Clough et al. [2005]
are found to be less than 1.5 W/m2 in the troposphere.
The RRTMG is devided into 14 contiguous bands in the
shortwave and 16 in the longwave spectrum. Sources for
absorption in the longwave and for extinction in the short-
wave part of the spectrum are water vapor, carbon diox-
ide, ozone,methane, oxygen, nitrogen, aerosols and Rayleigh
scattering [Clough et al., 2005]. In the following all crucial
input variables are described in detail.

For the concentrations of ozone, methane, oxygen and ni-
trogen, profiles of the mid latitude atmosphere are applied
in this study. The profiles of temperature, pressure and
humidity from the COSMO-DE model. Since COSMO-DE
only provides values up to 21.4 km, climatological data from
monthly mean values of 10 year radiosonde ascents launched
at Essen, which is about 75 km away from the JOYCE site
in Jülich, are used to fill the gap in the upper height lev-
els. The effect of aerosols needs to be accounted and verti-
cal profiles of aerosol optical depth (AOD), single-scattering
albedo and asymmetry parameter have to be included into
RRTMG. Calibrated aerosol optical depths and Angstrom
exponent values are taken from the AERONET (AErosol
RObotic NETwork) 1 program, which is a federation of
ground-based remote sensing aerosol networks established
by NASA. The program provides a long-term, continuous
and readily accessible public domain database of aerosol op-
tical, microphysical and radiative properties, also for the
JOYCE site. The AODs can be calculated for all RRTMG
mid-interval wavelengths via the corresponding Angstrom
exponent and the Angstrom relationship (Angstrom (1929)),
which describes the spectral dependence of the aerosol op-
tical thickness. Here 870 cm−1 is taken as the reference
wavelength, because of the high sensitivity to LWP in this
area. It is diffcult to include adequate temporal variations of
AOD in the radiative transfer calculations. Thus, a constant
AOD, averaged over the whole year (2012) is assumed for all
spectral intervals, which is then vertically scaled using an ex-
ponential weighting function with a scaling height of about
1.3 km. For the single-scattering albedo and the asymme-
try parameter, values for urban aerosol are applied, which
were computed from the Optical Properties of Aerosols and
Clouds (OPAC) database [Hess et al., 1998]. For the direct-
beam and diffuse shortwave surface albedo for the ultravio-
let/visible and near infrared bands, a MODIS albedo model
parameter product 2 is used.

5. Retrieval Test with Synthetic Data

Figure 1. Scatterplots of the ”true” LWP and MWR,
AERI and IRT retrieved LWP (2890 cases). Top
left: AERI LWP, top right: IRT LWP, bottom left:
MWR LWP, bottom right: NNET. Values for correla-
tion, bias and RMSE are given in the legend. 1:1 line
is given in red.

In this section, the previous described retrievals for LWP
and reff are tested with the simulated radiative quantities.
Since the focus is on deriving a robust retrieval for thin liq-
uid water clouds, the testing is performed in dependence of
the LWP. Various LWP regimes are implemented to get an
overview on the different sensitivities of the microwave and
infrared spectral domain and the possible gain of an instru-
ment synergy in the statistical retrieval output and for the
neural network.

The synthetic test data set of the infrared radiances and
microwave brightness temperatures is used to evaluate the
LWP and reff retrieval accuracy, in terms of the relative
root mean square (RMS) error. The spectral ranges of
AERI, MWR and IRT posses different sensitivities depend-
ing on the amount of cloud water. The retrieval behavior
depending on the magnitude of the LWP can be examined,
while testing the LWP retrievals in scatterplots (Fig. 1). In
the range of 0-200 g/m2, the saturation effect of the infrared
regime to higher LWP values at around 60 g/m2 (AERI) and
40 g/m2 (IRT) can be seen. Furthermore, the wide spread of
the MWR results for low-LWP cases is visible, together with
a high number of negative values, indicating the uncertainty
of the MWR LWP retrieval in this LWP range. If we com-
bine the MWR and AERI simulated radiances, like in the
MWR AERI all retrieval, the scatterplot (not shown here)
is similar to the MWR LWP results. Since the retrieval was
trained for all LWP values, includiing the saturated area
>60 g/m2, it can not make use of the higher sensitivity for
the low-LWP cases and nearly all informations are provided
by the MWR LWP retrieval. The NNET retrieval avoids
the nonlinearities for the AERI at higher LWP and shows
a good correlation (highest correlation coefficient of 0.9939)
especially below 60 g/m2 and only a few negative values,
but no saturation effect.

In order to get a better insight of the differences of the mi-
crowave and infrared spectral regime and the possible gain
of a combination of both domains, the retrieval performance
is analysed for specific LWP regimes. The LWP regime with
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are very close (as shown in Figures 9b and 9c). However, in
some cases with thin clouds in the FOV (e.g., Figure 9d),
REDvsNIR yields cloud optical depths that are smaller than
those for the MWR method.
[52] To quantify differences between the REDvsNIR and

MWR methods, we selected coincident measurements of
2NFOV and MWR. For points with retrieved Ac >0, we
found that the difference in average cloud optical depth
between REDvsNIR and the MWR method is only 7%. For
points with Ac = 0 or undefined Ac (thin clouds), the average
cloud optical depth is 1 for REDvsNIR, while the MWR
method yields an average of 13. We believe that for clear-
sky and thin cloud situations, this substantial retrieval
difference between these methods is attributed to the
retrieval uncertainty in the MWR method.
[53] From coincident retrievals of the COUPLED and

MFRSR methods, the average cloud optical depth is 4 for
both methods, but the COUPLED method retrievals have a
larger standard deviation (4.5 compared to 2.9 from
MFRSR). On the other hand, the average cloud optical
depth for REDvsNIR is 8.
[54] Note that a number of retrievals from REDvsNIR

suddenly jumped from small values (about 3) to very
large values (above 15). We found these situations
happened when cumulus clouds just passed by and the
instrument’s field of view was not fully filled by clouds.
These problematic situations will be discussed in the next
section.

5.3. Clear-Sky Contamination

[55] Figure 10 illustrates a potential problem with the
‘‘narrow’’ field of view of the 2NFOV radiometer, which is
not narrow enough in cloud property retrievals. For
instance, there are a few unphysical retrieved cloud optical
depths (up to 40) around 1732 UTC. Looking at the center
of the coincident TSI image, the top left quadrant had some
small cumulus clouds at this time, but the other three
quadrants were clear. This cloud moved out 30 s later as
shown in the next TSI snapshot. It is evident that there is no
cloud thick enough to produce such large optical depths.
[56] This retrieval error is attributed to the clear sky parts

of the field of view. The situation with partially cloudy and
partially clear within the FOV leads to small radiances at
both channels (as illustrated in Figure 11a). REDvsNIR fails
since it cannot differentiate this situation from optically
thick clouds that also produce small radiances (Figure 11b).
This problem, referred to here as the ‘‘clear-sky contami-
nation problem’’, occurs on many other days. Therefore the
FOV of the ARM 2NFOV radiometer has recently been
reduced to 1.2! to lower the probabilities of clear-sky
contaminations, and will be further tested in the ARM field
campaign.

5.4. Cloud Edge

[57] Finally, Figure 12 shows that REDvsNIR fails to
retrieve cloud optical depths in some broken cloud scenes
because of another problem called ‘‘cloud edge problem’’.
This problem occurs when the sun directly illuminates cloud
edges (as TSI images show). This strong illumination causes
a substantial amount of photons to scatter into the field of
view, and results in large radiances that are outside of the
area covered by our 2-D lookup table. Although this
problem has not occurred often (less than 10% of data),
we expect to review this problem with new 1.2! field-of-
view measurements.
[58] This broken cloud case demonstrates an attractive

advantage of the COUPLED method. As Figure 12 shows, a
retrieval method that uses only radiances (REDvsNIR) or
only fluxes (MFRSR) fails to retrieve cloud optical depth of

Figure 10. (a) Same as Figure 7 but for 1730:00–
1742:00 UTC, 28 October 2004. TSI images were taken
at (b) 1731:30, (c) 1732:00, and (d) 1732:30 UTC. Here
rred = 0.13, rNIR = 0.28, and SZA = 51!.

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of radiances received by
the 2NFOV radiometer for two cases: (a) the FOV is
partially covered by thin clouds and (b) the FOV is fully
covered by thick clouds. In both cases, the 2NFOV
radiometer receives the same amount of radiation.
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FIG. 2. Downward radiances calculated by Monte Carlo methods for (a) ‘‘black’’ surface (RED, ⇧  0.0), and (b) ‘‘bright’’ surface (NIR,
⇧  0.5). Pixel size is 25 m, SZA  60⌦, ⌅0  1.0. Henyey–Greenstein scattering phase function is used. Horizontal distribution of cloud
optical depth is simulated by a 10-step bounded cascade model (Cahalan 1994; Marshak et al. 1994) with parameters ⇥��  13, ⌥  1.4,
and p  0.35. The average geometrical cloud thickness is 300 m; cloud-base height is 1 km. Gaps are added as in Marshak et al. (1998).
The results of 1D radiative transfer calculations from DISORT (Stamnes et al. 1988) are added for convenience. (c) The same as (a) and
(b), but for the NDCI defined by Eq. (2).

show below how this shortcoming can be overcome if
both NIR and RED wavelength are used instead of the
NDCI.

4. RED versus NIR plane

Any ground measurements of radiance I can be rep-
resented as a sum of two components (e.g., Box et al.
1988): the radiation calculated for a nonreflecting sur-
face I0 and the radiation due to surface–cloud interac-
tions:

⇧T I0 sI  I ⇤ . (4)0 1 ⌃ ⇧R

Here, R is the spherical albedo for isotropically illu-
minated from below clouds, T0 is the transmittance for
nonreflecting surface, and Is is the radiance of a radiation

field generated by an isotropic source 1/� located at the
surface, and ⇧ is albedo of the underlying Lambertian
surface.
Following Barker and Marshak (2001), we will define

T0 as
T  T (1 ⌃ A ) ⇤ T A ,0 clear c cloudy c (5)

where Ac is a cloud fraction. Assuming for simplicity
that Tclear  1, Tcloudy  T0pp, where T0pp is plane-parallel
transmittance for nonreflecting surface. Then Eq. (5) can
be rewritten as

T  1 ⌃ A ⇤ T A .0 c 0pp c (6)
In contrast to a vegetation canopy, variation in cloud
optical properties between 0.66 and 0.87 ↵m are small
and, as a first approximation, they can be assumed to
be wavelength independent. Thus the variables I0, Is,
T0, and R will be functions of cloud optical depth �

"  need&to&take&into&account&for&3D3effects&via&a&&
„radia-vely&effec-ve“&cloud&frac-on&Ac&
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FIG. 2. Downward radiances calculated by Monte Carlo methods for (a) ‘‘black’’ surface (RED, ⇧  0.0), and (b) ‘‘bright’’ surface (NIR,
⇧  0.5). Pixel size is 25 m, SZA  60⌦, ⌅0  1.0. Henyey–Greenstein scattering phase function is used. Horizontal distribution of cloud
optical depth is simulated by a 10-step bounded cascade model (Cahalan 1994; Marshak et al. 1994) with parameters ⇥��  13, ⌥  1.4,
and p  0.35. The average geometrical cloud thickness is 300 m; cloud-base height is 1 km. Gaps are added as in Marshak et al. (1998).
The results of 1D radiative transfer calculations from DISORT (Stamnes et al. 1988) are added for convenience. (c) The same as (a) and
(b), but for the NDCI defined by Eq. (2).

show below how this shortcoming can be overcome if
both NIR and RED wavelength are used instead of the
NDCI.

4. RED versus NIR plane

Any ground measurements of radiance I can be rep-
resented as a sum of two components (e.g., Box et al.
1988): the radiation calculated for a nonreflecting sur-
face I0 and the radiation due to surface–cloud interac-
tions:

⇧T I0 sI  I ⇤ . (4)0 1 ⌃ ⇧R

Here, R is the spherical albedo for isotropically illu-
minated from below clouds, T0 is the transmittance for
nonreflecting surface, and Is is the radiance of a radiation

field generated by an isotropic source 1/� located at the
surface, and ⇧ is albedo of the underlying Lambertian
surface.
Following Barker and Marshak (2001), we will define

T0 as
T  T (1 ⌃ A ) ⇤ T A ,0 clear c cloudy c (5)

where Ac is a cloud fraction. Assuming for simplicity
that Tclear  1, Tcloudy  T0pp, where T0pp is plane-parallel
transmittance for nonreflecting surface. Then Eq. (5) can
be rewritten as

T  1 ⌃ A ⇤ T A .0 c 0pp c (6)
In contrast to a vegetation canopy, variation in cloud
optical properties between 0.66 and 0.87 ↵m are small
and, as a first approximation, they can be assumed to
be wavelength independent. Thus the variables I0, Is,
T0, and R will be functions of cloud optical depth �
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ance measured by a ground-based Cimel multichannel
sun photometer pointed straight up. Cimel has a narrow
field of view of 1.2⌥ and four filters at 0.44, 0.67, 0.87,
and 1.02 �m that are designed for retrieving aerosol
properties in clear-sky conditions. In our example, Ci-
mel measured radiance at 20-s temporal resolution.
There are three distinct regions in Fig. 1: (from left

to right) a single unbroken cloud, broken clouds, and a
clear sky. For clear-sky conditions, due to Rayleigh scat-
tering and optically thicker aerosol at shorter wave-
lengths, zenith radiance increases with a decrease in the
wavelength from 1.02 to 0.44 �m. By contrast, for
cloudy conditions, radiances in channel 0.44 and 0.67
�m are almost indistinguishable; this is also true for
channels 0.87 and 1.02 �m. This is a clear indication
that, in the presence of clouds, the spectral contrast in
surface albedo dominates over Rayleigh and aerosol ef-
fects. In contrast to the small fluctuations typical for
clear and even cloudy skies, broken clouds show sharp
changes in radiances around cloud edges.
To be more formal, based on photon cloud–vegetation

interactions we distinguish three main cases.
1) Atmosphere dominates. In this case,

I k I ⌦ I ⌦ I ,0.44 0.67 0.87 1.02 (1a)
and aerosol optical properties can be retrieved.

2) (Vegetated) surface and cloud dominate. In this case,

I ¯ I  I ¯ I ,0.44 0.67 0.87 1.02 (1b)
and cloud optical properties can be retrieved given
the surface albedo.

3) Transition between the first two cases is character-
ized by rapid changes between the ‘‘order’’ of I⇧ from
cloudy to clear and back. In this case, neither aerosol
nor cloud properties can be reliably retrieved using
only one wavelength. However, as will be seen be-
low, the two-wavelength retrieval for broken clouds
can be almost as successful as for an overcast sky.

3. Cloud index and its shortcoming
By analogy with the normalized difference vegetation

index (NDVI; Tucker 1979; Verstraete and Pinty 1996),
Marshak et al. (2000) and Knyazikhin and Marshak
(2000) proposed to use the normalized difference cloud
index (NDCI) defined as a ratio between the difference
and the sum of two normalized zenith radiances mea-
sured for two narrow spectral bands in the NIR (0.87
�m) and RED (0.67 �m) spectral regions:

I ⇤ INIR REDNDCI ⌃ . (2)
I ⇥ INIR RED

Compared to a two-valued optical depth versus zenith
radiance relationship that makes its retrieval absolutely
impossible [see one-dimensional (1D) curves in Figs.
2a and 2b], the NDCI is a monotonic function with

respect to optical depth (see a 1D curve in Fig. 2c). In
contrast to any conventional method of estimating cloud
optical depth from the surface that uses either broadband
(Leontieva and Stamnes 1994) or a single wavelength
(Min and Harrison 1996) and is expected to work well
only for overcast clouds (Boers et al. 2000), the NDCI-
based retrieval technique is much less sensitive to cloud
structure. The sensitivity is weak because the NDCI-
based method eliminates the part of downward radiation
that did not have interactions with surface; this radiation
is the most sensitive to both illumination conditions and
cloud inhomogeneity (Marshak et al. 2000; Barker and
Marshak 2001). In addition, the NDCI is almost insen-
sitive to the solar zenith angle (SZA); consequently,
optical depth of a cloud illuminated under SZA ⌃ 80⌥
can be retrieved as accurately as the one illuminated
under SZA ⌃ 45⌥. This is a valuable feature of a re-
trieval method since most current techniques fail to per-
form reliable retrievals for large SZA. The NDCI-based
approach first extracts radiation reflected by clouds and
then performs retrieval, hence its weak sensitivity to the
SZA (cf. to Kaufmann et al. 2000 for NDVI).
As follows from Eqs. (1a)–(1b), the NDCI will be

negative for a clear sky and positive for an overcast sky.
In case of broken clouds, NDCI can take on either pos-
itive or negative values, depending whether or not there
is a cloud in the zenith direction.
The first shortcoming of the NDCI-based retrieval

technique comes from the underestimation of zenith ra-
diance for large optical depth in NIR. Indeed, Figs. 2a
and 2b show 3D and 1D zenith radiances calculated for
black (RED) and bright (NIR) surface. We see that in
the RED spectral region, 3D radiances are scattered
around a theoretical 1D curve, while in NIR, 1D radi-
ance systematically underestimates 3D radiances for
large optical depths. This has a simple interpretation:
for 3D clouds, more radiation is transmitted through;
thus, more radiation is reflected back from thick clouds
to the surface.
Another shortcoming innate to all spectral-indices-

based concepts is that the spectral information is re-
duced to one number by an algebraic transformation
(e.g., Diner et al. 1999; Tian et al. 2000). In other words,
instead of two spectral values of zenith radiances in RED
and NIR, only one, NDCI, is used. Indeed, each mea-
surement can be depicted as a point on the RED versus
NIR plane, which has two coordinates:

2 2� ⌃ œI ⇥ I , (3a)RED NIR

⌅ ⌃ arctan(I /I ). (3b)RED NIR

Both coordinates can depend on the cloud optical depth.
However, the NDCI,

1 ⇤ tan⌅
NDCI ⌃ , (3c)

1 ⇥ tan⌅

is a function of ⌅ only, and thus cloud optical depth
can vary considerably with NDCI unchanged. We will
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0.2 to 1.0. Red dots are cloud mode data points. By coplotting
data points on the underlying lines, we can retrieve both tc
and Ac simultaneously.
[14] The two sets of surface albedo used in Figure 3 have

a difference of 15% at 440 nm and 30% at 870 nm, while the
absolute spectral contrasts for MODIS and climatological
data are 0.34 and 0.22, respectively. When the spectral
contrast is reduced from Figure 3a to Figure 3b, the
underlying curves shrink, and thus, retrieved cloud fractions
Ac are affected significantly; however, the impact on cloud
optical depth retrievals is small. Therefore, retrieved tc is
much less sensitive to the uncertainty in surface albedo than
Ac. This is a new and important feature for our retrieval
method and has not been reported in earlier studies of sen-
sitivity to uncertainty in surface albedo [Barker and
Marshak, 2001; Marshak et al., 2004; Chiu et al., 2006].
[15] The three main sources of uncertainty for our re-

trievals include zenith radiance measurements, assumed
cloud drop effective radius, and surface albedo estimates. At
given surface albedo values of 0.05 and 0.3 at 440 and
870 nm, respectively, 5% uncertainty in zenith radiance
measurements leads to a 5%–10% error in retrieved cloud
optical depth, while 25% uncertainty in cloud drop effective
radius leads to a ∼4% error. When uncertainty in surface
albedo is assumed to be 10% and 5% for 440 and 870 nm,
respectively, retrievals have a 1%–3% error. Based on these
sources of uncertainty, the total retrieved cloud optical depth
uncertainty is expected to be up to 17%. Although uncer-
tainty in aerosol loading also causes errors in our cloud
optical depth retrievals, these errors are negligible because
the majority of retrieved cloud optical depths are larger than
15 (as shown in section 3).

2.3. Cloud Mode Optical Depth Averaging Technique
[16] Two types of cloud optical depth retrievals are pre-

sented in this paper: instantaneous and 1.5 min average. The
former is retrieved from zenith measurements every 9 s at
each wavelength giving at most 10 values every 15 min
during cloud mode operation. These values are grouped into
a cluster spanning a ∼1.5 min time interval. (With a nominal
wind speed of 10 m s−1, a cluster corresponds to ∼1 km.)
The problem is how to create a meaningful average of cloud
optical depth over this time interval, excluding as many as
possible clear sky occurrences.
[17] To reduce combined impacts of cloud gaps and

unphysical retrievals on the cluster’s average, we exclude
retrievals below the 25th and above the 50th percentile (a
similar approach was used by Remer et al. [2005] for aerosol
retrievals). Typically, this “exclusion method” means we
average only 2 or 3 of the (maximum) 10 points in the
cluster. A certain arbitrariness results here, we could have
chosen other numbers than 25 and 50, but after considerable
experimentation, empirically, the 25th to 50th percentile
averages were accepted to represent our 1.5 min average
cloud optical depths.
[18] We chose this exclusion method for two reasons. The

first reason is the radiative effect of a finite FOV. When a
cloud is fragmented, instantaneous retrievals suffer from the
“clear‐sky contamination” problem [Chiu et al., 2006]. This
problem occurs when the radiometer FOV is partially clear,
which causes smaller zenith radiances than if the FOV were
fully cloudy. This condition leads to unphysically large
cloud optical depth retrievals. These unphysical retrievals
would significantly bias the mean toward large values. The
second reason for using the exclusion method is that a few

Figure 3. Model‐generated lookup tables assuming a cloud effective radius of 8 mm and solar zenith
angle of 58°. Surface albedo values at 440 and 870 nm are (a) 0.06 and 0.40 (from MODIS products)
and (b) 0.05 and 0.27 (from the climatology database). Lines and curves represent various cloud optical
depth (tc) and effective cloud fraction (Ac), respectively. Red dots are data points taken from AERONET
cloud mode operation at the ARM Oklahoma site on 20 January 2006.
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Fig. 3. Dependencies of normalized zenith radiance on cloud op-
tical depth at 870 and 1640 nm wavelengths for cloud effective
droplet size of 8 and 16 µm. Surface albedo values are 0.3 at 870 nm,
and 0.25 at 1640 nm. Solar zenith angle is 45�.

2 Methodology for retrieving cloud droplet size

2.1 The retrieval method

For clouds over a Lambertian surface, the ground-based
zenith radiance I at a wavelength � is a function of cloud
optical depth and effective radius. In general, it can be writ-
ten as:

I� = f (⇤c,Ac, reff;µ0,⇥�), (1)

where ⇤ c is cloud optical depth; Ac is effective cloud frac-
tion; reff is cloud effective radius; µ0 is the cosine of solar
zenith angle; and ⇥� is the albedo of the underlying sur-
face. To retrieve three parameters of interest (i.e., ⇤ c, Ac,
reff) in Eq. (1), we extended the method in Chiu et al. (2010)
that used 440 and 870-nm wavelengths by adding a 1640-nm
water-absorbing wavelength.
Relationships between zenith radiance and cloud optical

depth at 870 and 1640 nm for droplet sizes of 8 and 16 µm
are illustrated in Fig. 3. It is known that the larger the cloud
droplets, the stronger the absorption and forward scattering.
This initiates a competing process; stronger absorption for
larger droplet sizes reduces zenith radiance reaching the sur-
face, while stronger forward scattering enhances it. As a re-
sult, the zenith radiance at 870-nmwavelength increases with
droplet size due to the dominant factor of forward scattering.
In contrast, the radiance at 1640-nm wavelength decreases
with droplet size due to the dominant factor of absorption;
however, the sensitivity of the zenith radiance to droplet size
is reduced by the increase in forward scattering (Rawlins and
Foot, 1990; Platnick, 2000). This implies that uncertainties in
zenith radiance measurements and surface albedo estimates
may have a non-negligible impact on droplet size retrievals,
and, in turn, need to be accounted for in the retrieval method.
In our retrieval method, we assumed 5% uncertainty in

zenith radiance measurements at all wavelengths, 5% uncer-
tainty in surface albedo at 870 and 1640 nm wavelengths,
and 10% uncertainty in surface albedo at 440 nm wave-
length. These uncertainties, normally distributed and esti-
mated from Holben et al. (1998) and Schaaf et al. (2002),
are used to perturb the observed zenith radiance and surface
albedo estimate, resulting in an overall relative input uncer-
tainty of ⇥17%. We compare the perturbed zenith radiance
to calculated lookup tables and search for possible solutions.
The lookup tables were computed from the discrete-ordinate-
method radiative transfer model (DISORT; Stamnes et al.,
1988) over reasonable ranges of cloud optical depth, effective
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are very close (as shown in Figures 9b and 9c). However, in
some cases with thin clouds in the FOV (e.g., Figure 9d),
REDvsNIR yields cloud optical depths that are smaller than
those for the MWR method.
[52] To quantify differences between the REDvsNIR and

MWR methods, we selected coincident measurements of
2NFOV and MWR. For points with retrieved Ac >0, we
found that the difference in average cloud optical depth
between REDvsNIR and the MWR method is only 7%. For
points with Ac = 0 or undefined Ac (thin clouds), the average
cloud optical depth is 1 for REDvsNIR, while the MWR
method yields an average of 13. We believe that for clear-
sky and thin cloud situations, this substantial retrieval
difference between these methods is attributed to the
retrieval uncertainty in the MWR method.
[53] From coincident retrievals of the COUPLED and

MFRSR methods, the average cloud optical depth is 4 for
both methods, but the COUPLED method retrievals have a
larger standard deviation (4.5 compared to 2.9 from
MFRSR). On the other hand, the average cloud optical
depth for REDvsNIR is 8.
[54] Note that a number of retrievals from REDvsNIR

suddenly jumped from small values (about 3) to very
large values (above 15). We found these situations
happened when cumulus clouds just passed by and the
instrument’s field of view was not fully filled by clouds.
These problematic situations will be discussed in the next
section.

5.3. Clear-Sky Contamination

[55] Figure 10 illustrates a potential problem with the
‘‘narrow’’ field of view of the 2NFOV radiometer, which is
not narrow enough in cloud property retrievals. For
instance, there are a few unphysical retrieved cloud optical
depths (up to 40) around 1732 UTC. Looking at the center
of the coincident TSI image, the top left quadrant had some
small cumulus clouds at this time, but the other three
quadrants were clear. This cloud moved out 30 s later as
shown in the next TSI snapshot. It is evident that there is no
cloud thick enough to produce such large optical depths.
[56] This retrieval error is attributed to the clear sky parts

of the field of view. The situation with partially cloudy and
partially clear within the FOV leads to small radiances at
both channels (as illustrated in Figure 11a). REDvsNIR fails
since it cannot differentiate this situation from optically
thick clouds that also produce small radiances (Figure 11b).
This problem, referred to here as the ‘‘clear-sky contami-
nation problem’’, occurs on many other days. Therefore the
FOV of the ARM 2NFOV radiometer has recently been
reduced to 1.2! to lower the probabilities of clear-sky
contaminations, and will be further tested in the ARM field
campaign.

5.4. Cloud Edge

[57] Finally, Figure 12 shows that REDvsNIR fails to
retrieve cloud optical depths in some broken cloud scenes
because of another problem called ‘‘cloud edge problem’’.
This problem occurs when the sun directly illuminates cloud
edges (as TSI images show). This strong illumination causes
a substantial amount of photons to scatter into the field of
view, and results in large radiances that are outside of the
area covered by our 2-D lookup table. Although this
problem has not occurred often (less than 10% of data),
we expect to review this problem with new 1.2! field-of-
view measurements.
[58] This broken cloud case demonstrates an attractive

advantage of the COUPLED method. As Figure 12 shows, a
retrieval method that uses only radiances (REDvsNIR) or
only fluxes (MFRSR) fails to retrieve cloud optical depth of

Figure 10. (a) Same as Figure 7 but for 1730:00–
1742:00 UTC, 28 October 2004. TSI images were taken
at (b) 1731:30, (c) 1732:00, and (d) 1732:30 UTC. Here
rred = 0.13, rNIR = 0.28, and SZA = 51!.

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of radiances received by
the 2NFOV radiometer for two cases: (a) the FOV is
partially covered by thin clouds and (b) the FOV is fully
covered by thick clouds. In both cases, the 2NFOV
radiometer receives the same amount of radiation.
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sizes range between 17.75- and 762.50-!m radii),
probes have been used that were mounted on the DC-8.
The available data have a 60-s interval of averaging.

d. The BBC-1 campaign

The first Baltex Bridge Cloud (BBC-1) Campaign
(August–September 2001) was organized to obtain a
comprehensive and synergistic dataset of cloud proper-
ties for the study of cloud processes and to provide the
background information to improve cloud parameter-
izations in numerical models (Crewell et al. 2004).
Ground-based observations such as cloud lidars, radars,
thermodynamic soundings, radiation, and boundary
layer properties were obtained at the experimental site
of Cabauw, the Netherlands. At appropriate times the
set of continuous observations was augmented by co-
ordinated aircraft flights involving the Météo France
Merlin aircraft. Cloud microphysics were measured
with three droplet-spectrometer probes, FSSP-100,
OAP-2DC, and OAP-2DP, at the size range between
1.75- and 1370-!m radii with 10-s averaging interval.

To obtain complete information about the cloud
droplet size distributions, the distributions measured
using different particle probes have to be properly
matched (Baedi et al. 2000). Briefly, the procedure of
the calculation of DSD was as follows: the concentra-
tions of droplets measured in each cell of FSSP-100 and
260X probes were used to calculate spectral densities in
each of these bins. Then, the values of the spectral den-
sity were put on the same axis in the order of the in-
crease of mean cell radius. The boundaries of new cells
in the matched DSD were placed in the middle between
adjacent cells.

Since cloud drops at typical working frequency of the
cloud radars act as Rayleigh scatterers, the radar re-
flectivity factor Z and LWC were calculated, respec-
tively, as

Z " 64N0#r
6$ " 64%

i
Nir i

6!ri &mm6 ' m(3) and

&1)

LWC "
4"#w

3
N0#r

3$ "
4"#w

3 %
i

Nir i
3!ri10(6 &g m(3),

&2)

where N0 is the droplet concentration, (m(3), *w is the
water density, Ni is the number of particles measured in
the ith bin normalized by the bin width (m(3 '
mm(1), ri and +ri are the midradius and width of the ith
bin (mm), and the angular brackets stand for the aver-
aging over the whole size spectrum.

The Z–LWC diagram calculated using the in situ data
for the four campaigns is shown in Fig. 1. The diagram

shows a nonunique relationship between Z and LWC
and, therefore, cannot be used to parameterize the
whole set of the water clouds data without additional
information about droplet size distributions, or without
revealing specific regimes of cloud formation. The
Z–LWC relationship is commonly expressed in the
form of a power law:

Z " aLWCb, &3)

where parameters a and b are constants that can be
estimated theoretically using commonly used assump-
tions about droplet size distributions in water clouds or
empirically using a statistical technique to fit the in situ
measured data. The Table 1 presents the set of such
parameterizations. Although nondrizzling and drizzling
clouds have quite close values of the power b in the
Z–LWC relationship, it is necessary to remember that
their droplet size distributions are very different, which
is reflected by the difference in the factor a by four
orders of magnitude. This statistical approach provides
little information about physical mechanisms respon-
sible for the existence of so many parameterizations.

To reveal different physical regimes on the Z–LWC
diagram, Krasnov and Russchenberg (2002, 2005) in-
troduced an additional classification parameter,
namely, the extinction coefficient

$ " 2"N0#r
2$ " 2" %

i
Nir i

2!ri ' 10(6 &m(1),

which is proportional to the second DSD moment. To
determine parameter ,, the same DSD dataset was
used, which was applied for the calculation of Z. This
parameter , characterizes the part of the DSD related
to smaller droplets. Small ratios Z/, correspond to the
lack of large drops and to the presence of a large

FIG. 1. The Z–LWC relationship according to in situ measure-
ments in water clouds. The notation of the fitting lines is given in
Table 1.
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FIG. 7: Dual-wavelength measurements by the CPRS at the ARM facility in Oklahoma on 23 September 1997: (a) radar reflectivity factor at 33
GHz with ceilometer cloud base and 0.45 g m−3 contour of LWC deduced from the dual-wavelength technique, (b) Doppler velocity and ceilometer
cloud base, (c) dual-wavelength ratio, and (d) liquid water content. The data were averaged to 1 minute and 2 gates before liquid water content was
derived.

with cloud top up to 2.4 km (9◦C). The 95-GHz radar
was less sensitive than the 33-GHz radar, and failed to
fully detect the upper layer. The pixels above 1.4 km
were not considered in the retrieval since the SNR was
too low. Figure 7b depicts mean Doppler velocity and
ceilometer cloud base (dashed line); the increase in down-
wards velocity towards cloud base indicates the presence
of drizzle. Since the acquisition is perfectly synchronised
no interpolation was required; the data from both chan-
nels were simply averaged over 1 minute and 60 m (2

gates). DWR calculated from the averaged fields is pre-
sented in Fig. 7c, with pixels below cloud base and close
to cloud top removed in order to eliminate spurious effects
due to Mie scattering and low SNR. A more patchy LWC
structure than observed in the previous case can be seen
in Fig. 7d, suggesting less vigorous overturning. A pos-
sible explanation is that infrared radiative cooling from
cloud top (an important source of negative buoyancy in
boundary layer clouds) at 1.4 km is impeded by the pres-
ence of the layer above. At this site a dual-channel mi-
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supercooled clouds from dwells at an elevation of 1.5◦

but found that it was necessary to average over a range of
750 m (10 gates) and average for at least 30 s to reduce
the random error sufficiently. In this paper we use 35-
and 94-GHz radars, for which the differential attenuation
becomes 7.1 dB km−1 (g m−3)−1. This is clearly mea-
surable even for vertically pointing instruments, and with
sufficient temporal averaging the vertical profile of LWC
in stratocumulus can be obtained.

In section 2 the mathematical basis of the algorithm
is developed and in section 3 the likely accuracy is deter-
mined. In section 4, aircraft-measured droplet size spectra
in stratocumulus are used to simulate the retrieval. The al-
gorithm is then applied to real data in section 5, and com-
pared with the liquid water path (LWP) both retrieved by
microwave radiometers and calculated assuming an adia-
batic profile.

2. Theory

In conventional logarithmic units the reflectivity mea-
sured at frequency f and height h may be given by

Z f = Z0+10 log10

(

|K f (T )|2

0.93

)

−2
∫ z

0
(α f + κ f LWC) dh,

(1)
where Z0 is the unattenuated reflectivity factor at centime-
ter wavelengths in dBZ units, α f is the one-way specific
attenuation coefficient due to atmospheric gases (predom-
inantly molecular oxygen and water vapor) in dB km−1,
and κ f is the one-way specific attenuation coefficient of
liquid water and has the units dB km−1(g m−3)−1. The
second term on the right hand side accounts for the fact
that at millimeter wavelengths the dielectric factor of wa-
ter, |K|2, is less than its centimeter-wavelength value of
0.93, and is a function of temperature. K is related to the
complex dielectric constant, ε, by K = (ε − 1)/(ε + 2).
In the Rayleigh approximation the attenuation coefficient
of liquid water is given by (Doviak and Zrnić 1993)

κ f = 4.343 × 103 6π
λρl

Im(−K), (2)

where λ is the radar wavelength, ρl is the density of liquid
water and Im denotes the imaginary part. We have as-
sumed that extinction by absorption dominates extinction
by scattering, which is a good assumption for low-level
liquid water clouds.

We define the dual-wavelength ratio in logarithmic
units as DWR [dB] = Z35 [dBZ] − Z94 [dBZ]. From (1),
the mean LWC in a layer between heights h1 and h2 can
then be determined from the DWR measured at the top
and bottom of the layer (indicated by the subscripts 2 and
1 respectively):

LWC =
1

κ94−κ35

(

DWR2 − DWR1 − β
2(h2 − h1)

− α94 + α35

)

,

(3)

where

β = 10 log10

(

|K35(T2)|2

|K35(T1)|2
|K94(T1)|2

|K94(T2)|2

)

dB. (4)

It has been assumed that the attenuation coefficients α and
κ are constant over the depth of the layer. The β parameter
is a small adjustment that accounts for the difference in
temperature at the two heights.

The attenuation coefficients and the β parameter are
functions of temperature, and the attenuation of atmo-
spheric gases is also dependent on pressure and humidity,
so an independent measure of the vertical profiles of these
variables is required in the retrieval. This can be obtained
from radiosonde or from the output of a forecast model,
although in practice it is always assumed that cloudy air
is saturated with respect to liquid water. The sensitivity
of the retrieval to errors in temperature is investigated in
section 3b. We calculate ε (and hence β and κ) from tem-
perature using the formulation of Liebe et al. (1989), and
compute α f as a function of temperature, pressure and hu-
midity using the line-by-line model of Liebe (1985).

3. Error estimates

In this section the likely error in the technique is es-
timated. The accuracy to which LWC can be determined
depends on the precision of the reflectivity measurements,
the accuracy of the temperature profile and the validity
of the Rayleigh scattering assumption. A further con-
sideration is the overlap of the sample volumes of the
radars; if the two instruments are separated or if their
beamwidths are different then errors can arise due to cloud
inhomogeneity. This effect is difficult to quantify as one
must characterise the variability of the cloud as a func-
tion of scale, but it is alleviated by the temporal averag-
ing described in section 3a. The fact that good results
are obtained in section 5 using real data with imperfectly
matched radar sample volumes indicates that, provided
the radars are mounted close to each other, this effect is
small.

a. The effect of random errors in reflectivity factor

It can be seen from (3) that the retrieval of LWC is
insensitive to systematic (i.e. calibration) errors in Z35 or
Z94, whereas random errors can affect the results. Assum-
ing errors in Z35 and Z94 (∆Z35 and ∆Z94) to be indepen-
dent, the error in each dual-wavelength ratio, ∆DWR, is
(∆Z35

2 + ∆Z94
2)

1
2 . Hence, using (3), the error in LWC is

directly related to the uncertainty in reflectivities:

∆LWC =
(∆Z35

2 + ∆Z94
2)

1
2

√
2(κ94 − κ35)(h2 − h1)

. (5)

In the appendix it is shown that the precision in reflectivity
(in dB) after averaging over M pulses in time and N range
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into account by repeating the forward calculations with an
increased and decreased value of the logarithmic spread ac-
cording to the observed standard deviation of this variable
(0.13, see Miles et al., 2000). In this way, the uncertainty in
Z due to the uncertainty of the assumed DSD is calculated
(∼2.3 dB) and added to the instrument noise in Se.

In order to constrain the solution space, prior informa-
tion on the atmospheric state is essential. By default, the
IPT uses climatological information from a long-term data
set of radiosonde data as a priori T and q profiles which is
based on radiosonde data from Essen (2001-2007). The ra-
diosonde data have been thoroughly checked following the
procedure by Nörenberg [2008]. Radiosonde data which at
least reach a height of 10 km, i.e. the height up to which
the T and q profiles are retrieved, are extended to the maxi-
mum height of 30 km using either mid-latitude summer oder
winter standard atmospheres. The extension is needed to

Figure 3. Prior profiles (solid line) and standard de-
viation (dashed line) of LWC (left) and REF (right) for
cloud thickness of 250-500 m.
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Figure 4. Correlation of prior profiles for cloud thick-
nesses of 250-500 m.

properly simulate the MWR brightness temperatures with
the forward model. From this radiosonde data set, seasonal
mean T and q profiles as well as the corresponding covari-
ance matrices are calculated. Figure 1 gives an example for
the mean T and q profiles in spring and their corresponding
standard deviations. The large variability of the T and q
profiles within a season results in large standard deviations,
i.e. about 6 K and 4 K between 0-7 km height and 7-10 km
height, respectively, for temperature. For absolute humid-
ity, the largest uncertainties are present between 0 and 2 km
(∼1.5-2 gm−3) corresponding to a relative uncertainty of
about 37%. From the T and q profiles the correlation of T
and q at different height levels is calculated (Fig. 2) which
results together with the corresponding standard deviations
in the prior covariance matrix Sa. In previous IPT versions,
LWC a priori and first guess profiles were derived from a
simple cloud model by Karstens et al. [1994], i.e. a modified
adiabatic approach. For the updated version, prior informa-
tion on LWC and REF has been calculated from an 8-year
long (1 April 2004 - 31 August 2012) data set of Linden-
berg Cloudnet data products. The Cloudnet Categorization
product has been scanned for single-layer liquid clouds with-
out drizzle. For these clouds, LWC and REF profiles have
been calculated following Frisch et al. [1998] and Frisch et al.
[2002], respectively:

LWC(h) =
LWPZ1/2(h)

∑M

i=1
Z1/2(hi)∆z

(6)

Figure 5. Retrieved (solid line), true (dashed line) and
prior (dotted line) T (left) and q (right) profiles for syn-
thetic study on May 30, 2013, 11:00 UTC.

Figure 6. Retrieved (solid line), true (dashed line) and
prior (dotted line) LWC (left) and REF (right) profiles
for synthetic study on May 30, 2013, 11:00 UTC.
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!  weight&of&measurements/prior&informa-on&
in&the&solu-on&determined&by&their&error&
covariance&matrices&

y"error" 1x" 2x" 3x"
LWC"
rel."DOF"/"%" 38" 31" 27"

rel."err."/"%" 31" 38" 45"

reff"
rel."DOF"/"%" 34" 29" 26"

rel."err."/"%" 10" 13" 16"



Varia-onal3based&methods&

!  provide&physically"consistent"solu-on&
(and&if&not,&something&is&wrong&with&your&measurements,&assump-ons,...)&

!  directly&provide&retrieval"uncertain'es"based&on&assumed&measurement,&
forward&model&and&prior&uncertain-es&

Be&aware&that&

!  prior"informa'on"is"crucial:&constrains&solu-on&space&&

!  error"covariance"matrices,&i.e.&uncertain-es&of&prior&informa-on,&forward&
model,&and&measurements,&need&to&be&carefully"defined"

!  prior"informa'on"and&its&error&oSen&difficult"to"determine"&
(e.g.&cloud&profile,&correla-on&of&cloud&layers?)"

!  variables&and&errors&are&Gaussian"distributed"&
"&bias&/&offset&errors&can&not&be&handled&and&need&to&be&removed&before&
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Liquid&clouds:&S-ll&a&need&for&research?&

!  many&cloud&retrievals&only&applicable&in&certain&atmospheric/cloudy&
condi-ons&

!  liquid&cloud&as&a&result&of&complex&processes&
"&difficult&to&develop&robust&„universal“&methods&

!  „perfect“&liquid&water&clouds&rarely&exist:&e.g.&drizzle,&droplets+ice,...&
"&Doppler&spectra&analysis&
"&improved&phase&detec-on&

!  maximize&informa-on&by&integra-ng&as&many&as&observa-ons&as&possible,&
e.g.&radar,&lidar,&MWR,&IR&and&solar&radiances,...&
"&high&demands&on&measurements:&data&quality&(e.g.&bias3free&
measurements),&spa-al+temporal&matching,...&
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YES!"



Liquid&clouds:&S-ll&a&need&for&research?&
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Thanks"for"listening!"



Now,&it‘s&up&to&you...&

Let‘s&have&a&look&at&this&stratus&cloud&observed&by&AMF&instruments&on&24&
October&2007&in&the&Murg&Valley,&Black&Forest&(Germany)&

&

&

&

&

I&want&you&to&answer&a&simple&(?)&ques-on:&
&
&

"&use&data&in&file:&lwp_exercise.nc&
&&&&&(data&are&already&sampled&for&this&-me&window)&
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What&is&the&mean"liquid"water"path&of&the&cloud&
observed&between&12315&UTC?&



What&is&the&mean"liquid"water"path&of&the&cloud&
observed&between&12315&UTC?&

data&in&file:&lwp_exercise.nc&
!  'me"[-me]"
!  lwp_ad"[-me]&(gm32):&adiaba-c&LWP&
!  lwp_mixcra"[-me]&(gm32):&LWP&from&MIXCRA&(varia-onal3based&retrieval&using&

MWR&and&AERI)&
!  lwp_mwr"[-me]&(gm32):&LWP&from&MWR&(a&two3channel,&&regression3based&

retrieval)&
!  Z"[-me,&cloudlayer]&(mm6/m3):&radar&reflec-vity&factor&(fill&values&39999.&!)&
!  rg:&radar&range&gate&length&(m)&&

"&to&calculate&lwc&profile&for&each&-me&step&from&Z&
use&the&rela-onship&from&Liao"and"Sassen"(1994)&
&&&
with&LWC&in&gm33,&Z&in&mm6/m3,&Nd&droplet&number&concentra-on&in&cm33&&

set&Nd=100&cm33&?&200&cm33&?&
"&lwp_radar&for&each&-me&step&is&then&TOTAL(lwc_radar*rg)"
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LWC = ZNd

3.6
!

"
#

$

%
&

1
1.8



LWP&on&24&October&2007&
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Mean&LWP&on&24&October&2007,&12315&UTC&
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226 

54 

90 

46 
68 

Marine  Continental 

ND [cm-3] 74±45 288±159 

Miles et al. (2000) 

all&methods&reveal&subadiab-c&clouds&

large&uncertainty&in&LWP&from&radar&
large&variability&in&ND!&

MWR+AERI&retrieval&
smallest&uncertainty&

"&could&perform&radia-ve&closure&study&(SW/LW)&to&further&check&with&method&is&best&


